CRUNCHING THE DATA WAVE
The 3 steps to your heartbeat

Because you want to be outstanding!
Regardless of industry or region you’re in, the new leaders are determined by their ability to crunch data smarter and faster than their competitors!

- Typically, your analysis focuses only on the known unknowns, completely ignoring your unknown unknowns
- Surfacing these blind spots makes the key difference in your analysis and subsequent decision making.
- Further on, you even drive your innovation capability thanks to uncovering these unknowns!

And what is your heartbeat?
Gain massive advantage and real-time business transparency by applying data foresight. Turning your business into a truly data-driven organisation requires a different viewpoint and a unique set of skills and technology. We recommend starting your data transformation journey in the following 5 building blocks.

- Business Analytics
- DevOps - Delivery Model
- Security & Compliance
- Intelligent IT Operations
- Industrial Data & IoT

It’s time to crunch your data wave!

What is data crunching?
Data crunching is what solves your huge data complexity riddle. Data crunching done right brings your organization to the next level.

- Data & real-time driven
- Smart & transparent
- Lean & agile but human
- Future aware
- Flexible

Data crunching done right
For your customer value we provide the following advantages for you:

- Trusted Swiss data insight services
- Over 100 dedicated data insight professionals
- Fully managed data insight services
- Tailored commercial models
- Trial- & ramp-up phase
- Industry innovation clinics
  - Finance industry
  - Health industry
  - Energy industry
  - Public sector

What is data crunching?
And what is your data transformation maturity?

Business Analytics

How would you rate your maturity in regard to continuous and iterative exploration and investigation of your past and future business performance? And in regard to gaining insights and driving your business activities? Key topics are: Product analytics, business process analytics, customer experience, digital marketing and corporate performance measurement.

early stage, very mature

DevOps - Delivery Model

How would you rate your combined maturity in the development, testing, deployment and operation of new IT capabilities in your organization? Key topics are: Continuous integration, continuous deployment, actionable diagnostics, agility and faster customer value delivery, reducing time and cost to value.

early stage, very mature

Security & Compliance

How would you rate your maturity in handling security, fraud and compliance? Do you have a smart, thorough and active security program, coupled with a solid compliance plan and full transparency? Key topics are: GDPR, data aggregation, pattern matching, detecting attacks, fraud, dynamic risk management.

early stage, very mature

Intelligent IT Operations

How would you rate your IT Operation maturity in regard to standardization, automation, self-healing as well as self-learning? For instance, alerts triggering follow up actions, which lead to automated solutions. Key topics are: ITSI - IT service intelligence, automation, event- and user experience analytics, predictive and prescriptive analytics, E2E monitoring.

early stage, very mature

Industrial Data & IoT

How would you rate your maturity in connecting, collecting, handling and assessing the machine-generated data available to you? Key topics are: Machine data, equipment monitoring and diagnostics, asset lifecycle management, proactive maintenance, smart metering, industry 4.0.

early stage, very mature

How would you rate your maturity in these 5 data transformation building blocks?

• Please assess yourself
• Take a picture of your self-assessment
• Scan QR Code (mail to data.mavericks@acceleris.ch)
• Send us your current rating

We’d love to get in touch with you!